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CSPi Technology Solutions, a an Aruba Platinum 
Partner, provides the expertise and service 
scope - including Managed IT Services, 
Professional Services, and Cloud Services - 
to help you architect and manage a high-
performance, highly available, and highly 
secure IT infrastructure.

www.cspitechsolutions.com
us-ts-inquiry@cspi.com
1(800) 940 - 1111
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Every business knows the network is critical.  
But is managing it yourself the most effective 
plan? Or is there a better way?

But there are challenges:
• Remote connectivity challenges

• Network limitations

• Security risks

• Limited IT budgets

Your network as a service
By partnering with a managed service 
provider to run your network, you can:
• Modernize your network quickly

• Focus more time on strategic IT projects

• Minimize upfront technology investments

Challenge 1
Keeping remote workers  

connected, secure, and productive

You get:

Challenge 2
Spend less time troubleshooting 

and more time strategizing

Challenge 3
Tight budgets mean IT 
investment is limited

We deliver:
• Rapid implementation of resilient,

high-performance networking

• Solutions to remote work challenges

• Proactive monitoring and response

• Reliable, ongoing support from a team you trust

Businesses need to:
• Support IoT and business applications

• Boost remote employee productivity

• Maximize IT investments

It’s time to think 
differently about 
your network

Solve three top challenges with 
Managed Networking Services

Premium network services powered 
by industry-leading technology

Many businesses are opting to augment their 
teams by partnering with a managed service 
provider (MSP) and opting for Managed 
Networking Services.

Learn more about the benefits of 
moving to Managed Networking 
Services in our solution overview.

 Download the eBook now

Introducing Managed  
Networking Services

Unleash your  
network’s potential

Solution
Our Remote Work Service delivers 
secure business-grade connectivity 

that improves user experience  
and productivity.

Solution
We replace your aging infrastructure 

equipment with a purpose-built network 
architecture, and provide management 

and optimization.

Solution
Subscription-based financing  

allows you to pay monthly, so you can 
accelerate your network modernization 

without a large upfront investment.

• Enterprise-grade
performance across
WLAN, LAN, and SD-WAN
across campus, branch,
remote worker, and data
center locations.

• More uptime, as AIOps
enables us to fix issues
before they affect your
working day.

• The strongest
network security
solution on the market
to protect your business.

Businesses are looking to change their consumption model

of IT decision makers plan on  
investing in technology as-a-Service192%

CSPi Technology Solutions is an innovator driven by a long 
history of business ingenuity and technical expertise. 
Distinguished by a team of experts who design, architect 
and deploy technology solutions that deliver the desired 
business outcomes to companies large and small. Our 
motto is simple: We enable businesses to use technology as 
a strategy, not just a solution. We are your single source for 
IT Solutions.

We offer a portfolio of market-leading network services based 
on Aruba ESP — the industry’s first AI-powered, cloud-native 
platform designed to automate, unify, and protect the Edge.
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